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About Spectrum
Spectrum
A Gateway to Your Success...
Spectrum was established in the year 2010 with enormous vision to provide the best educa on in a diﬀerent, innova ve and
pleasant learning environment in the most challenging ﬁeld of Pre-Engineering entrance exams.
We are commi ed to help the young aspirants in their career vision to make their dreams come true of pursuing Engineering
ﬁelds from the top premier ins tutes of our country.
The devo on and exper se of our teachers and the methodologies followed by them have generated a conﬁdence amongst the
students and parents, due to which Spectrum is regarded as a premier coaching ins tute for JEE-Main, JEE-Advanced, BITSAT, MHT-CET
exam prepara on at Nashik.
With PRACTICE, PERSISTENCE & PERFORMANCE under the me culous mentorship of our teachers, Spectrum has been
delivering outstanding and quality results each year from Nashik.

Simply “We Make Your Tomorrow, Today”

VISION

Eﬀec ve Courses
Relevant and eﬀec ve courses that place you ahead of your
peers in the compe ve world.

We believe that

Experienced & Best Faculty Team
Highly eﬃcient faculty with thorough knowledge and exper se
to deliver successful and pragma c dedica on to your studies.

‘‘Learning that is redundant, is no longer knowledge”.
At Spectrum, we keep on updating our teaching
methodology and techniques, to give our students an
extra edge in this competitive world.

Best Faculty Team for All Batches
Each of our faculty member is dedicated to guide our students
to a ain conﬁdence in learning & achieve scholas c success.

We never let our students, divert from their ensuing
goals, through regular interaction and follow-ups.

Ul mate Personal Care
Our Mission is 'student centric endeavour' & we provide
personal a en on and friendly environment. Most eﬃcient
faculty member & management is always ready to support our
students.

MISSION
Spectrum exists to provide the highest quality of
coaching programmes to students for competitive
examinations, such as JEE-Advanced, JEE-Main, BITSAT,
MHT-CET, KVPY, Olympiad and other Engineering
entrance exams.

VALUE
We believe that teaching should be such that
what is offered is perceived as a valuable gift and not as
a hard duty.
A commitment to total satisfaction of the students.
Delivering quality academics.
Endeavor to make excellent career coaching.
Managing the organization with unity and discipline.
Applying innovative approaches to learning.

A+

Result Oriented Teaching Methodology
Interac ve classes with scien ﬁc and result oriented teaching
methodology.
Regular Assessment and Performance Analysis
Daily progress monitoring, Regular tests with quick evalua on,
performance analysis & feedback for improvement.
Excellent Academic Control
Our esteemed faculty members have excellent academic
control & have strength in teaching & guiding students to
achieve ﬁnal goal.
Full Academic Support
Full academic support even outside the classes through regular
problem solving counters, knowledge lab, individual
counselling & seminars are conducted for the scholas c
development.

From Director’s Pen.....
Dear Students and Parents,
Welcome to the passionate, compassionate learning culture and to a warm Academic System of Spectrum.
The ul mate touchstone of a quality coaching ins tute is the quality culture pervading the Ins tu on. Today, Spectrum stands at the
crossroads of keeping pace with the emerging needs of the IIT-JEE / Engineering aspirants alongside the changing trends of these Compe ve
Entrance Examina ons. The sacred vibra ons of our campus invite you to the unique experience of quality learning in a mul -dimensional and
compe ve environment where you can discover your latent poten al. The jet set transforma on, emphasis on our well researched & developed
pedagogy and its relevance to the student's needs render Spectrum as the right place to start the Journey towards the Student's Dream College.
To succeed in any compe ve examina on, you need strong internal mo va on. No one can force you to prepare & work hard. Your
passion for excellence, ability to learn and an expert's guidance can certainly determine your success in a top level compe ve entrance
examina on.
At present, Spectrum is on a fascina ng path of growth and development. As you are aware, it has already established itself as one of the
top ins tute for Compe ve Entrance Prepara on of the XI-XII level in Nashik Region, but that is just the p of the iceberg compared to the huge
success and results it is producing year-on-year.
The excellence in teaching comes from the careful choice of our faculty members, in which Spectrum has not made any compromise. We
have gone to outreach and fetch the best teachers from all over India to enrich our faculty strength and quality. Our faculty strength has increased
during the last few years from just 3 to 25+. We have a very strong team of competent teachers who are well experienced and have consistently
produced top Ranks at the na onal-level Engineering and Medical Entrance Examina ons. Our esteemed faculty members have excellent academic
control & have strength in teaching & guiding students to achieve ﬁnal goal.
In our eﬀorts to deliver quality educa on, we emphasis more on the need to establish one to one contact with every student and be
a en ve to his/ her need so that the teacher can monitor individual's progress and guide them accordingly on the way to success. We strive to
provide you with the most conducive atmosphere to study, learn, compete and grow among the best brains of Nashik.
We not only keep the students abreast of the syllabus, pa ern & type of ques ons asked in these entrance exams but also strongly
emphasize on developing solid founda ons in our students so that they can compete in at na onal/ interna onal level examina ons (like
Olympiads) and make us feel proud. We leave no stone unturned in providing our students with the best inputs in an academically s mula ng
compe ve environment and consistently mo va ng them to achieve their goal.
At this juncture of history, Spectrum is poised for great Results in the Engineering Entrance Exams.

I launched SPECTRUM to
s,
give a face to my Dream
r
and now it is the me fo
r
you to give a face to you
Dreams.

Kapil Jain
B.Tech. - IIT-Bombay
Managing Director

Spectrum
Results
Not Just Hard Work, but also our
commitment to make dreams come
true is what result in exemplary
performance by our students

EVERY YEAR!

Result : MHT-CET 2020
Jubilant Success in MHT-CET 2020 by Spectrumites
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Students Scored
95 Percentile +

Highest from any Institute in Nashik
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Anushka Kulkarni
99.9745 %ile

in C

Vishal Patil
99.9712 %ile

Utkarsh Walekar
99.8082%ile

Nidhi Yadav
99.7415 %ile

Sahil Kulkarni
99.7311 %ile

Rohit Bhoi
99.7010 %ile

Nikunj Shah
99.6525 %ile

Sameer Bramhecha
99.6165 %ile

Chaitali Chaudhary
99.5867 %ile

Rushika Shimpi
99.7301 %ile

Sarthak Agrawal
99.7301 %ile

Vimal Tatiya
99.5680 %ile

Nikhil Unavekar
99.5479 %ile

100

entile
PercMaths
in

Nupur Kulkarni
99.7130 %ile

Shubham Gupta
99.5036 %ile

Rushikesh Pawar
99.4995 %ile

Mehek Sirwani
99.4827 %ile

Tanmayee Bhadange
99.4827 %ile

Sahil Nawale
99.3422 %ile

Manas Jadhav
99.3036 %ile

Nitesh Naidu
99.2702 %ile

Sanyog Kalantri
99.1774 %ile

Kaushik Naik
99.0892 %ile

Dhruv Deshmukh
99.0799 %ile

Nidhi Upasani
99.0749 %ile

Samyak Jain
99.0574 %ile

Manas Kshatriya
99.0208 %ile

Tanmay Sawant
99.0157 %ile

..... & many more meritorious performers!

Result : MHT-CET 2020

55 Spectrumites got admissions in
VJTI
Mumbai

COEP

ICT

Pune

SP

Mumbai

Mumbai

PICT
Pune

colleges

Aarya Pingle
VJTI-Mumbai

Chaitali Chaudhari
VJTI-Mumbai

Anay Hingankar
VJTI-Mumbai

Aditi Jadhav
VJTI-Mumbai

Prasad Wavikar
VJTI-Mumbai

Ritesh Jagtap
VJTI-Mumbai

Ayush Bhavsar
VJTI-Mumbai

Swaraj Loharkar
VJTI-Mumbai

Vishal Dhatrak
VJTI-Mumbai

Shubham Gupta
COEP-Pune

Vishal Patil
COEP-Pune

Manas Jadhav
COEP-Pune

Shalmalee Mahajan
COEP-Pune

Aditya Wamane
COEP-Pune

Aryan Mande
COEP-Pune

Rohit Bhagat
COEP-Pune

Sarthak Morkar
COEP-Pune

Ankita Ahirrao
COEP-Pune

Sarthak Agrawal
ICT-Mumbai

Niranjan Hiremath
ICT-Mumbai

Devendra Patil
ICT-Mumbai

Aman Tiwari
ICT-Mumbai

Dhruv Patel
ICT-Mumbai

Neeraj Kokane
SP-Mumbai

Shweta Pardeshi
SP-Mumbai

Pranav More
SP-Mumbai

Atharva Chaudhari
SP-Mumbai

Sahil Nawale
SP-Mumbai

Utkarsh Walekar

-

PICT-Pune

Kartik Jadhav

-

PICT-Pune

Sanika Joshi

-

PICT-Pune

Kaushik Naik

-

PICT-Pune

Prajwal Bankar

-

PICT-Pune

Sanyog Kalantri

-

PICT-Pune

Kunal Tambe

-

PICT-Pune

Hetal Gupta

-

PICT-Pune

Sarvesh Varade

-

PICT-Pune

Sameer Bramhecha

-

PICT-Pune

Pranav Alai

-

PICT-Pune

Varun Kusabi

-

PICT-Pune

Vrushali Jadhav

-

PICT-Pune

Prathmesh Bhadane

-

PICT-Pune

Manas Kshatriya

-

PICT-Pune

Soham Shimpi

-

PICT-Pune

Mehek Sirwani

-

PICT-Pune

Amartya Pardeshi

-

PICT-Pune

Sahil Naikwadi

-

PICT-Pune

Neeraj Bukane

-

PICT-Pune

V Raghavendra Reddy -

PICT-Pune

Nidhi Yadav

-

PICT-Pune

Devesh Patil
Kanchan Kadam

-

PICT-Pune
PICT-Pune

-

PICT-Pune

Pratik Jadhav

-

PICT-Pune

Pratik Sonawane

..... & many more meritorious performers!

CBT
r Based

Compute

Test

SPECTRUM has always
been ahead of
the Curve

Lab for online tests to familiarize students with online test environment and methodology. We have replicated the actual NTA tes ng
pla orm to help students prepare, prac ce and get familiarized with the actual pla orm before appearing in the ﬁnal JEE-Main, JEE-Advanced,
BITSAT, KVPY, MHT-CET Computer based test.

State of the Art Infrastructure
Spectrum contestably owns the best infrastructure in the
Nashik city which is also one of the best in Maharashtra. The ins tute
has state-of-the art air-condi oned classrooms with unmatched
acous cs, an incomparable sound support, exquisite furniture for
sea ng coupled with round the clock power supply, puriﬁed water for
drinking and spacious parking space.

You have PROMISE,
We’ll turn it into SUCCESS

11 Years of Excellence
Trust Quality Result

STUDY CENTERS :
nd

website : www.spectrumcoaches.com

Nashik : 2 Floor, Suyojit Avadhoot Tower, Beside Dongare Vastigruh Ground, Old Gangapur Naka, Nashik 8390143787 | 9028041235
Nashik Road : 3rd Floor, Star Zone Mall, Above Passport Office, Nashik-Pune Road, Nashik Road, Nashik 9028013601 | 7276711234

